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Abstract
In this paper we study the interpolation property in fragments of intuitionistic and propo-
sitional logic, using both proof theoretic and semantic techniques. We will also sketch some
computational methods, based on the semantical techniques introduced, to obtain counterexam-
ples in fragment where interpolation (or the stronger property of uniform interpolation) does not
hold. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The main topics in this paper are the interpolation property and uniform interpolation
in fragments of intuitionistic propositional logic. These fragments are sublanguages of
the usual formula language of propositional logic with restrictions on the use of atomic
subformulas and connectives. The interpolation property holds in such a fragment F
if for all subfragments F(~p;~q) and F(~p;~r), with the atomic subformulas they have in
common in ~p, and for all formulas  and  such that 2F(~p;~q),  2F(~p;~r) and
‘  , there is a 2F(~p) such that ‘  ‘  . If ~q\~r= ; and there is a formula E~q
such that for all  2F(~p;~r) we have ‘  ,E~q‘  , then we say  has a uniform
right interpolant (likewise A~q is a uniform left interpolant for  if for all  2F(~p;~r)
we have  ‘,  ‘A~q ).
In classical propositional logic all fragments satisfy uniform interpolation. The uni-
form left and right interpolants for any (~p; q) are Aq=((?)) and Eq=((>)),
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as rst proved by Ville (see Chapter 1, exercise 2 in [6]). Uniform interpolation for
the full intuitionistic propositional logic was proved by Pitts in [7].
Zucker rst found a fragment of intuitionistic propositional logic with dened connec-
tives which does not have the interpolation property (see [13]). Renardel de Lavalette
[9] proved that interpolation holds in all fragments of IPL with connectives in the set
f^;_; ! ;:g. In [9] the question whether interpolation holds in the fragments with
double negation (without :) and implication, like [^;_; ! ;::], and with equivalence
(without ! , ^ or _) was left open.
In this paper we will sketch the proof that interpolation holds in the fragment
[^;_; ! ;::] of IPL. That interpolation does not hold in [$ ], [$ ;:] or [$ ;::]
follows from a counterexample found by Porebska (see [8]). Independently a coun-
terexample was found by a computer program of the author (see [3]). The techniques
used for this program will be explained in Section 6.1. Finally, in Section 7 we study
uniform interpolation in nite fragments of IPL.
2. Preliminaries
The reader is assumed to be acquainted with the Kripke semantics for intuitionistic
propositional logic. In the sequel, the frames on which our Kripke models are based
will be nite partial ordered sets (not necessarily rooted).
If K is a Kripke model and k 2K then we dene atom(k) to be the set of atomic
formulas valid in k. We will use the notation Var() for the atomic subformulas in
formula . The vector notation will only be used as a shorthand for sets of atomic
formulas. The notation (~p; q) will mean that Var()= ~p[fqg.
Denition 1. For a Kripke model K and a formula  we dene <=K as the set of all
nodes in K where  is true: <=K = fk 2K j k j=g.
If it is clear from the context what is the intended model, we will omit the sub-
script K .
Denition 2. Let K be a Kripke model and F some fragment of a Kripke logic. By
the F-theory of K we mean the set of all F-formulas valid in K . In our notation:
ThF(K)= f2F jK j= g.
If clear from the context which F(~p) is meant, we will omit the subscript or use
for example the subscript ~p.
In the sequel, we will often work with a special case of the interpolation theorem:
(~p; q)‘  (~p; r) i there is a I 2F(~p) such that (~p; q)‘ I ‘  (~p; r). From the inter-
polation theorem in this form one obtains by generalisation the interpolation property
for (~p;~q)‘  (~p;~r).
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3. Fragments with double negation
In this section we will prove interpolation to hold in the fragments with double
negation. The techniques used in this section are quite standard (with the exception of
the new ::-rule) and also applicable in other cases.
To prove interpolation to hold in [^;_; !::] we introduce a sequent calculus
SC:: for this fragment of IPL.
The non-structural rules of SC:: are
(p)  ;p‘p
 ; A; B‘C
(^L)
 ; A^B‘C
  ‘A   ‘B(^R)
  ‘A^B
 ; A‘C  ; B‘C
(_L)
 ; A_B‘C
  ‘Ai(_R) i2f1; 2g
  ‘A1 _A2
  ‘A  ; B‘C
(!L)
 ; A!B‘C
 ; A‘B
(!R)
  ‘A!B
  ‘CPL A(::)
  ‘::A
Note that only the ::-rule is non-standard. It says that if A can be proved from   in
classical propositional logic, we may infer   ‘::A in IPL.
Fact 3. In SC:: we may use the following facts:
1: If   ‘A then  ; ‘A:
2: (Soundness) If   ‘A then   j=A:
3: If   ‘A then   ‘CPL A.
Theorem 4. (CUT) Cut Elimination: from   ‘A and  ; A‘B we may infer that
  ‘B.
Proof. The proof is standard (see [11]), even for the treatment of cuts after the appli-
cation of the :: rule.
To prove the completeness of the system for [^;_; ! ;::] we will use the con-
struction of nite Henkin models for sets of formulas closed under subformulas.
Denition 5. If X is a set of formulas in [^;_; ! ;::], then  X is called a satu-
rated subset of X if for all A and B in X :
1:   ‘A,A2 ;
2: A_B2 ,A2  or B2 .
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Lemma 6. Let X  [^;_; ! ;::] be closed under subformulas. If  X; A2X and
 0A (in SC::) then there is a saturated X such that   and A =2.
Proof. Let X = fCig be an enumeration of X . Dene i inductively as:
1. 0 = ;
2. i+1 =

i if i; Ci ‘A;
i [Ci otherwise:
Then the proof that =
S
i is the required saturated extension of   is straightfor-
ward (using the CUT-rule).
3.1. The Henkin construction for [^;_; ! ;::]
In the construction of the Henkin{Kripke models for [^;_; ! ;::] we will not only
need saturated sets of formulas as nodes or worlds, but also extra terminal nodes.
Denition 7. Let X be a set of formulas in [^;_; ! ;::].  X is called a CPL-
theory in X if for some terminal node k in a Kripke model it is true that  = fA2X j
k j=Ag.
Now, we are ready to dene the Henkin{Kripke models we will use in the sequel.
Denition 8. Let X  [^;_; ! ;::] be closed under subformulas. The Henkin{Kripke
model KX has as its worlds the tuples of the form h; 0i and h ; 1i, where  is a CPL-
theory in X and   is a saturated subset of X .
The order in KX is dened as
h ; ii6h; ji ,   and (i=0) = and j=0):
The valuation on KX is dened as
h ; ii j=p , p2 :
Theorem 9. Let X be a subset of [^;_; ! ;::] and h ; ii 2KX then for all A2X
we have
h ; ii j=A , A2 :
Proof. Note that if i=0, the theorem is true by denition. In the case of i=1 we use
induction over the length of formula A. Most of the proof is standard and left to the
industrious reader. Let us however consider the cases where A=B!C and A=::B.
Assume h ; 1i j=B!C. If  ; B0C then, by Lemma 6, there is some saturated
X such that  , B2 and 0C. Hence by the induction hypothesis, there is
a h; ii>h ; 1i such that h; ii j=B and h; ii 6j=C, a contradiction. Which proves that
  ‘B!C. The other direction is straightforward.
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If h ; 1i j=::B, then for every terminal node h; 0i where   we have B2.
As all CPL theories of X are in KX , this proves   ‘CPL B. Now use the ::-rule to
conclude   ‘::B.
In the other direction, if ::B2  and h; 0i is a terminal node above h ; 1i then
::B2 and as terminal nodes have a classical theory, this implies h; 0i j=B. Which
proves that h ; 1i j=::B.
Corollary 10 (Completeness Theorem).   ‘A,  j=A.
Proof. Soundness of SC:: was stated as Fact 3. So assume  0A. Dene X as the
set of subformulas of   and A. According to Lemma 6 there exists an saturated X
such that   and A =2.
Hence, in KX , the Henkin{Kripke model of X , there will be a node k = h; ii such
that k j=  and k 6j=A. Which, by contra-position, proves   j=A,  ‘A.
3.2. Interpolation in [^;_; ! ;::]
A sequent calculus like SC:: is exactly what we need for a Schutte style proof
(see [10]) of the interpolation theorem for [^;_; ! ;::].
Lemma 11. If F is one of [^;_; ! ;::]; [^; ! ]; [_; ! ]; [^;_] or [! ] then for
any partition of a derivable sequent  ; ‘CPL C with  [[fCgF; there is an
interpolant I 2F [f>g such that
  ‘ I ; I; ‘C; Var(I)Var( )[Var(; C):
Proof. Obvious from the proof of the interpolation theorem for CPL (see
[11, Section 4:3]).
Theorem 12. Interpolation holds in [^;_; ! ;::].
Proof. Let A‘B be derivable in SC::. With induction over the length of the deriva-
tion it is shown that any partition  ; ‘C of a sequent in the derivation has an
interpolant I , i.e.
  ‘ I ; I; ‘C; Var(I)Var( )[Var(; C):
From this the lemma follows (take  = fAg; = ; and C =B).
The interpolant for  ; ‘C can be obtained with the following rules:
(ip1)  [>]p‘p
(ip2)  ;p[p]‘p
 [I1]‘A  [I2]‘B(i^R)
 [I1 ^ I2]‘A^B
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 [I1]A; ‘C  [I2]B; ‘C(i_L1)
 [I1 ^ I2]A_B; ‘C
 ; A[I1]‘C  ; B[I2]‘C(i_L2)
 ; A_B[I1 _ I2]‘C
 [I1]‘A  [I2]B; ‘C(i!L1)
 [I1 ^ I2]A!B; ‘C
[I1]  ‘A  ; B[I2]‘C(i!L2)
 ; A!B[I1! I2]‘C
 [I ]‘CPL A(i::)
 [::I ]‘::A
To explain this notation, take as an example the rule (i^R), which states that if
  ‘ I1 and I1; ‘A and   ‘ I2 and I2; ‘B, then   ‘ I1 ^ I2 and I1 ^ I2; ‘B.
For rules not mentioned here, the interpolant for the conclusion is the same as for
the premise.
3.3. Interpolation in [! ;::] and [_; ! ;::]
Inspection of the proof in the previous subsection shows that interpolation in [^; ! ;
::] and [^;_;::] will hold too.
Interpolation does not hold in [$ ;::], as was proved in [3] (see also Section 6).
For the fragments [^;::]; [_;::] and [::] interpolation is rather trivial [9]. More
interesting are the fragments [! ;::] and [_; ! ;::].
To prove the interpolation theorem for [! ;::] and [_; ! ;::], the same technique
can be applied that were used in [9] to prove interpolation for [! ] and [_; ! ].
4. Exact models
Exact models were rst introduced by de Bruijn [1] and are more extensively studied
in [2].
Denition 13. An exact model for a fragment F is a partially ordered set Exm(F) such
that the Heyting algebra of closed subsets of Exm(F) is isomorphic to the Lindenbaum
algebra of F .
The Lindenbaum algebra of F (the ordered set of equivalence classes in F) will be
called here the diagram of F , Diag(F). In case Diag(F) is a nite distributive lattice
(and hence a complete Heyting algebra) Birkho’s theorem tells us that Diag(F) is
isomorphic to the lattice of closed sets of its join-irreducible elements. Hence a nite
fragment will have an exact model i its diagram is a distributive lattice.
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If the exact model of a fragment F exists, we will use (k) to denote the 1{1
correspondence between the elements k 2Exm(F) and the join-irreducible formulas in
Diag(F). By stipulating that atom(k)= fp j p is atomic and (k)‘pg we turn Exm(F)
into a Kripke model.
Denition 14. Let F be a fragment with an exact model Exm(F). The corresponding
Kripke model hExm(F); atomi is an exact Kripke model for F if for each k 2Exm(F)
and each  2F we have
k j=  , (k)‘  :
A simple example of an exact model which is an exact Kripke model can be found
in the IPL fragment [^;_;:].
The diagram of [^;_;:]1 (left) and its exact Kripke model (right).
In the picture above the irreducible elements of Diag([^;_;:]1) have been marked
by an open circle. The Kripke model on the right is an exact Kripke model for
[^;_;:]1.
Exact Kripke models are useful in computations in propositional logic for the fol-
lowing property, which is simple to prove and stated here as a fact.
Fact 15. If ExmK(F) is the exact Kripke model of F then for ;  2F :‘  ,<=
 < =.
For an overview of the fragments in IPL for which an exact (Kripke) model exists,
in the lattice below we fragment with connectives in f^;_; ! ; $ ;:;::g which have
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been ordered by inclusion.
The lattice of fragments in IPL: Fragments marked with an open circle have an
exact model, those additionally marked with a square have an exact Kripke model.
Note that every fragment in IPL without both ! and _, is contained in a fragment
with an exact Kripke model. The diagram of these fragments can be computed, using
a program to calculate the upward closed subsets in the exact Kripke model (see
[2, 5] for details).
Table 1 gives some idea of the rapidly growing numbers of equivalence classes in
these fragments. In Table 1 n denotes the number of atoms in the fragment.
Most numbers have been found by the computer program that generates the equiv-
alence classes for a fragment using an exact Kripke model as its input. The larger
numbers (>2134) have been computed combinatorically, using the structure of exact
Kripke models (details to be found in [1, 2]).
The number G Table 1 has been exactly calculated. It is approximately 26 385.
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Table 1
Fragment n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4
[^] 1 3 7 15
[_] 1 3 7 15
[^;_] 1 4 18 166
[:] 3 6 9 12
[::] 2 4 6 8
[^;:] 5 23 311 66 659
[_;:] 7 385 >270
[^;_;:] 7 626 >270
[^;::] 2 8 26 80
[_;::] 2 9 40 281
[^;_;::] 2 19 1 889
[! ] 2 14 25 165 802 2623 662 965 552 393
−50 331 618
[^; ! ] 2 18 623 662 965 552 330
[_; ! ] 2 1 1 1
[^;_; ! ] 2 1 1 1
[! ;:] 6 518 3 22 148 − 546
[^; ! ;:] 6 2 134 G
[_; ! ;:] 1 1 1 1
[^;_; ! ;:] 1 1 1 1
[! ;::] 4 252 3 2689 − 380
[^; ! ;::] 4 676 >26 383
[_; ! ;::] 5 1 1 1
[^;_; ! ;::] 5 1 1 1
5. Uniform interpolation in nite fragments
In this section we will show how the problem of uniform interpolation can be
stated in the framework of exact Kripke models. We will prove a simple positive
result (Theorem 19). In the next section this framework will be used to explain the
algorithm for a computer program that found a counterexample for interpolation in the
IPL fragment [$ ].
Denition 16. For 2F with Var()nq ~p:
Lq= f2F(~p) j  ‘  g;
Rq= f2F(~p) j  ‘ g;
Aq=
W
Lq,
Eq =
V
Rq.
Because Diag(F(~p) is nite and closed under ^ and _ (including V ;=> andW ;=?), Aq and Eq are formulas in F(~p). In case > or ? are not in F , we
always can simply add them.
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Fact 17. Aq‘‘Eq.
Lemma 18. If Var()nq ~p and Var( )nr ~p then
(~p; q)‘  (~p; r) , Eq‘Ar :
Proof. As we assumed the interpolation property for F , there is a I 2F(~p)) such
that (~p; q)‘ I ‘  (~p; r). By denition I 2Lq and I 2Ar and hence Eq‘Ar . The
other direction is an immediate consequence of Fact 17.
The denition of Aq and Eq suggests that these formulas depend on the choice
of ~p. However, let Var()nq ~p \~r. Dene Aq and Eq in F(~p) and A0q; E0q in
F(~r ). According to Fact 17 Aq ‘  and  ‘ Eq. Applying Lemma 18, we may
conclude that Aq‘A0q and E0q‘Eq. The other direction is proved likewise, hence
Aq is equivalent to A0q as is Eq to E
0
q. Note that both Aq and Eq in general
depend on the choice of the fragment F .
Theorem 19. If F a fragment of a Kripke logic such that for each nite ~p
1: Diag(F(~p)) is nite;
2: Diag(F(~p)) is closed under ^ and _;
the interpolation property for F implies uniform interpolation.
Proof. By Fact 17 and Lemma 18 we have for (~p; q) and  (~p; r):
(~p; q)‘  (~p; r) , ‘Eq‘Ar ‘  
and hence uniform interpolation holds in F .
5.1. Some applications
Theorem 19 immediately applies in the case of the IPL fragments [^;_]; [^;_;:]
and [^;_;::]. Moreover in intermediate logics like Dummett’s logic (IPL plus
(p! q) _ (q!p)) or the 3-valued Heyting logic, where we know all [^;_; ! ;:]
fragments are nite and interpolation holds, the uniform interpolation property will hold
too.
6. A counterexample
As remarked in the introduction, interpolation does not hold in the fragment [$ ],
i.e. the fragment with only equivalence as its only connective. In this section we will
give a counterexample with formulas (p; q; r) and  (p; q; s) in [$ ] such that ‘  
but no interpolant exists in the fragment [p; q; $ ].
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Fact 20. The diagram of [p; q; $ ] is
where
1: p 6: p$ (p$ q)
2: p$ q 7: q$ (p$ (p$ q))
3: q 8: p$ (q$ (p$ q))
4: q$ (p$ q) 9: p$p
5: (q$ (p$ (p$ q)))$ (p$ (q$ (p$ q)))
The diagram of [$]2 is small enough to be constructed by hand. In general computer
assistance is welcome. In [2] diagrams as the above have been computed from exact
Kripke models. For details of the computation see [5] or [2]. For the diagram of [$]2
we can use the exact model of [^;!]2:
The exact Kripke model of [^;!]2.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 21.
p$ (r$ (q$ r))‘ (q$ s)$ ((p$ q)$ (p$ s))
But there is no interpolant for these formulas in [p; q;$].
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Proof. That p$ (r$ (q$ r))‘ (q$ s)$ ((p$ q)$ (p$ s)) can be checked by a
tableau (or a tableau based program for theorem testing). The only formulas in the
diagram above which are implied by p$ (r$ (q$ r)) are 5, 7, 8 and of course 9.
However, it can be checked that
(q$ (p$ (p$ q)))$ (p$ (q$ (p$ q)))0 (q$ s)$ ((p$ q)$ (p$ s))
and hence neither formula 5 nor one of the other consequences in [p; q;$] of p$
(r$ (q$ r)) can act as an interpolant between the formulas p$ (r$ (q$ r)) and
(q$ s)$ ((p$ q)$ (p$ s)).
Corollary 22. The interpolation property does not hold for [$].
6.1. Search by computer
The counterexample above was found by the computer program described in [3].
The idea of the algorithm can be explained using the notions of Section 5. The
search is for formulas (~p; q) and  (~p; r) such that ‘  but no 2F(~p) exist with
 ‘  ‘  .
Lemma 23. Let ;  2F such that (~p; q)‘  (~p; r) and Rq [ Lr = ; then inter-
polation does not hold in F .
Proof. Obvious from the denition in Section 5.
Using the exact model of [^;!]3 the computer program constructed part of the
diagram of [$]3, searching for  and  in this diagram such that ‘  and Rr \
Lr = ;. If such a pair was found a (tableau based) theorem tester checked whether
(p; q; r)‘  (p; q; s).
6.2. Other fragments with $
With only the elementary connectives ^;_; ! and :, available, there are not many
fragments with ‘pure’ equivalence (i.e. without implication being denable).
Using
 A$B (A!B)^ (B!A);
 A^B (A$B)$ (A _ B);
 A^BA$ (A!B);
 A!B (A^B)$A;
 A!B (A _ B)$B;
one can prove that
1. [^;$] [^;!];
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2. [! ;$] [^;!];
3. [_;$] [^;_;!].
For the fragments [$;:] and [$;::] with ‘pure’ equivalence the counterexample of
Theorem 21 still holds. Hence neither of these fragments has the interpolation property.
To check the counterexample for [$;:] and [$;::] we can use the diagrams of the
fragments [$;:]2 and [$;::]2. For a picture of Diag([$;::]2) see [5]. As the
diagram of [$;::]2 has 169 elements and the size of the diagram of [$;:]2 is 538,
checking the counterexample is almost impossible without computer assistance.
7. Uniform interpolation in fragments of IPL
For simple fragments of IPL like [^]; [_]; [:]; [::]; [^;::] the uniform inter-
polation property is easy to prove. In fact in all of these fragments we have, like in
CPL, that Aq=((?)) and Eq=((>)).
For [^;:] the proof is slightly more complicated. Note that in general it is suf-
cient to prove that ((?))‘(q)‘((>)), as q 62Var( ) and  ‘(q) implies
 ‘((?)), by substitution. Likewise in the other direction, (q)‘((>)) proves
Eq=((>)).
For each formula (q) in [^;:] there is an equivalent formula of the form VP ^
:(q^  _ :q^ ), where P is a set of atomic formulas and q is not in  or .
If q is an element of P then obviously ((?)) is equivalent with ?. Otherwise,
(?)= VP ^: and hence ((?)) will be equivalent to VP ^:( _ ). In both
cases ((?))‘(q). The proof for (q)‘((>)) is more or less the same. Af-
ter showing that ((>)) is equivalent to VP0 ^:( ^ ), where P0=P n q, we use
:(q^  _ :q^ )‘:( ^ ) to prove ‘((>)).
Note that this proves Aq=((?)) and Eq=((>)) for all CPL formulas and
also for the IPL fragment [^;::].
7.1. Fragments with disjunction
In fragments with disjunction and double negation (so a fortiori those with dis-
junction and negation) it is not valid anymore for the uniform left interpolant that
Aq=((?)). For a counterexample, consider the formula p_::q (which is not im-
plied by p_::p). On the other hand, in [_;::] it is easy to show that Eq=((>)),
using formula induction.
In [_;:] the formula ((>)) can no longer be the uniform right interpolant, as
the counterexample of p_:q shows (which does not imply p_:p).
That the uniform left and right interpolants do exist in [^;_;:] and [^;_;::] is
an immediate consequence of Theorem 19. By the same theorem the uniform left
interpolant will exist in the fragments [_;:] and [_;::].
Actually, for :(q^  _ :q^ ) there is of course an equivalent formula in [^;:].
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To prove the uniform right interpolant exists in [_;:], we use a normal form for
the formulas in this fragment: =
W
P _ W: . Now dene Eq=> if q2P and
Eq=
W
P _ W: (: (>)) otherwise. As : ‘: (: (>)) (like in classical logic,
see above), it is easy to prove that ‘Eq. Now let 2 [_;:] and q not in Var(),
then we have to prove that ‘  implies Eq ‘ . Note that from ‘ , using the
normal form for , we may conclude that both
W
P and each of the : imply . In
case q2P this proves that q‘  and hence ‘ . Otherwise, we have for each  in the
normal form, : (: (>))‘  and hence, again, Eq‘ .
7.2. Fragments with implication
In general, the uniform left interpolant will not exist in nite fragments with impli-
cation. The counterexample showing this requires the exact model of [^; ! ;:]2.
The exact Kripke model of [^; ! ;:]2
Fact 24. The following holds:
p‘ ((p! q)! r)! ((p! r)! r)
and
p! q‘ ((p! q)! r)! ((p! r)! r):
But there is no 2 [^! ;:]2 such that
p _ (p! q)‘  ‘ ((p! q)! r)! ((p! r)! r):
On the exact Kripke model for [^; ! ;:]2 the formula p_ (p! q) is equivalent to
((p! q)!p)!p. In the model above both formula are satised in the set of nodes
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15g. Hence any formula 2 [^; ! ;:]2 that is implied by
both p and p! q, will be implied by ((p! q)!p)!p. As ((p! q)!p)!p
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Table 2
Fragment Aq Eq i.p.
[^] ++ ++ +
[_] ++ ++ +
[^;_] ++ ++ +
[::] ++ ++ +
[:] ++ ++ +
[^;::] ++ ++ +
[^;:] ++ ++ +
[_;::] + ++ +
[^;_;::] + ++ +
[_;:] + + +
[^;_;:] + + +
[^;!] − + +
[^; ! ;::] − + +
[^; ! ;:] − + +
[!] − ? +
[! ;::] − ? +
[! ;:] − ? +
[$] − − −
[$;::] − − −
[$;:] − − −
does not imply ((p! q)! r)! ((p! r)! r), the uniform left interpolant Ar of the
last formula does not exist (in [^; ! ;:] or any of its subfragments containing [!]).
As a consequence of Theorem 19, the uniform right interpolant does exist in the
subfragments of [^; ! ;:] (including [^; ! ;::]) with conjunction.
That the uniform right interpolant always exists in the subfragments of [^; ! ;:]
without conjunction seems improbable. However, we did not yet nd a counterexample
(say in [!]) for which we could prove that no uniform right interpolant exists.
7.3. Summary of results
Table 2 below summarizes the results of this section. For each of the nite fragments
of IPL we listed whether the interpolation property (i.p.) holds and whether the uniform
left and right interpolant (Aq and Eq) exist. We used ++ to indicate that, like in
classical propositional logic, Aq=((?)) or Eq=((>)).
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